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VOICEFIRST
TECH IS
HERE

500 MILLION

users are on
Google Assistant

VOICE ACCESS IS
BECOMING PERVASIVE
It’s going into everything. Microphones
will soon be everywhere. The question is
what is behind the mic. The big tech
companies want to be the voice behind
the mic. Two thirds of users use smart
speakers daily. Smart speakers are the
gateway drug to voice. People who buy

375 MILLION

users on Siri
VOICE IS
MOVING FAST.
The competition is fierce. Why are the
biggest tech companies in the world so
focussed on the voice space? What is the

Smart speakers are moving faster than
the fastest previous growth technology,

TRANSACTION

Amazon
AUTHORITY

Google

the smart phone. We have just passed
50 million people using smart speakers
in the USA. The number is up 20% from

ATTENTION

the start of 2018. This is not just a USA
phenomena but it’s a worldwide
pattern.

have staying power.

the home they start thinking about using

voice assets? A battle for adoption,
play.

life before. Smart speakers are sticky and

Once people are using smart speakers in

motivation of companies? What are the
attention, authority and agency is in

smart speakers do not want to go back to

Facebook

voice commands on their mobile phone.
When you use smart speakers in a room
with other people, what happens is the
technology laggers learn from the
adopters.

With voice controlled IT, after all, there is

extinction. Instead, customers will move

less friction involved and we can talk

from trusted brands to trusted AI

three times faster than we can type.

assistants.

Dave highlighted the explosion of the

Brands need to ensure that they can

Amazon Alexa marketplace for skills

guarantee they are part of your

reaching 45,000 skills to date. Skills are

consideration when making purchasing

for smart speakers as apps are for mobile

decisions. Businesses need to train users

phones. The most popular skill on the

to request your brand by voice in this new

Amazon Marketplace is a skill which plays

VoiceFirst world.

sounds for getting people to sleep. There
is also a skill for farting, which is quite

Brands also need to think about how their

popular obviously for humorous reasons.

brand sounds. Big brands already have
sonic jingle and we are familiar with these

PETER
ERICKSON
The founder of Modev and organiser of

for brands such as McDonalds but all
companies now need to be thinking in

DOUG
ROBINSON

Voice Summit 18, opened the three day

In another talk, Doug Robinson the CEO

event. The keynote for the summit in

and Founder of Fresh Digital Group

Newark New Jersey was Dave Isbitski,

talked about the value of voice data for

the Chief Evangelist of Amazon Alexa.

brands. Voice data is worth three to four
times more than ordinary data because it

Dave himself had actually studied at

has a person's intent.

New Jersey Institute of Technology in
his formative years, so it was nice for

Speed becomes a driving factor for

him to return and address the audience

consumers in the purchasing of products.

of two and a half thousand people. The

Voice is an on demand channel through

new building that was hosting the main

which users can instantly receive

arena for Voice 2018 was the Health and

information and complete tasks. This

Wellbeing Centre of NJIT, which

expectation of immediacy surpasses e-

opened six months prior.

commerce across all industry verticals.
There is therefore a race against brand

this way.

I Myers, demoed adventure books where
you could listen and then decide what to
do during the audiobook through
interaction with an Amazon Dot.

AMAZON ALEXA FOR
BUSINESS
Of course you can now start conference
calls much quicker with Amazon Alexa

Nick Schwab demoed invoked apps storm

for Business. Asking “Alexa start meeting”

and monsoon skills which have been very

works with platforms such as Zoom to

popular on the Alexa Marketplace for

bring people together quicker. All Alexa

helping people get to sleep. Twenty of the

for Business meetings are transcribed for

top Alexa Skills have been developed by

actions and meeting minutes. Alexa for

just eight companies. The reason for this

Business can also be used for other low

is the cross promotions for skills to skills.

value tasks such as ordering more paper
for the photocopier or booking a meeting

Alexa for Business is only a year old and

ALEXA SKILLS
FOR GAMES
In another workshop, a panel were
questioned about Alexa skills for games.
Pretzel Labs demoed an Alexa Echo
game where you could sentence a
member of your family to face
judgement by Alexa with various
punishments being issued.
One punishment was for the family
member to a do a headstand for not
doing the dishes! Operarlo, a voice
agency based in the UK, had a game
called guess my name.
The founder of EarPlay, Jonathan

room.

Amazon are now pushing voice
technology into the workplace. A Senior

A person was asked to go a week without

Solutions Architect from Amazon Akersh

their phone? People would rather go a

Srivastava from Seattle talked about the

week without their wallet than without

lost productivity in the US economy

their phone. We should not be bound to a

because of conference calls taking on

single device such as the mobile phone.

average 7 minutes to start. Paper napkin
maths: there are 55.5 Million workers in
the US. Assume that 10% of them are
dialing into a conference call. On average
meetings take 7 minutes to start up. GDP
per capita is about $60,000 according to
the IMF. 38M minutes trying to get a
meeting started which is 27,000 days lost
which is 74 years. Saturn has made a
revolution round the sun twice.
$4,500,000 every hour wasted in the US
on starting up a meeting. In your typical
conference room you see two remotes
and over time more and more remotes
start turning up.

Furthermore, in addition to when asking
“Alexa What are the latest properties” the
latest three properties would be read out
by Alexa and an email would
automatically be sent.
For those people with Amazon Echo
Show devices and a smart screen, the
properties would simply be displayed on
the device.

OPEN SOURCE
MyCroft which is an open source virtual
assistant has a different approach. They
explain that the voice data isn’t
Amazon’s or Google’s but yours.
MyCroft has been going since 2015 and
wants to challenge the big tech titans
with an open source approach to voice
technology.

THE BIG FOUR
MIGUEL
BERGER

All the big US tech companies are in a
fierce battle to win in the Voice First
market. Each player has a different
underlying motive to win in this

Given the success of the Linux kernel
they shouldn’t be underestimated.
MySQL has done well as an open source
player in the relational database market
so MyCroft could have a bright future.

market. Amazon wants to sell more
A father and son who have established

product via conversational commerce.

Voiceter in New York explained their
journey with Alexa in the Real Estate

Google is trying to react and protect its

market.

large advertising revenue stream

DESIGNING FOR
VOICE

coming from its online display ads
Miguel Berger son of Ami Berger had

which are treated by a Voice First

A more practical workshop was held by

programmed Alexa Skills for valuing a

approach.

Connected Lab on how to best design

person's home and also searching for

applications for voice. Browsing the web

the latest properties for your zipcode,

Microsoft is focussed with Cortona on

is a low utilisation use case for using

all using the voice.

the workplace productivity market.

voice technology. However, if the task

Samsung are putting microphones into

at hand can be done quick and simpler

Once you’ve asked “Alexa Value my

all of their devices by 2020 and their

with voice you should use a Voice First

home” an approximate valuation would

virtual assistant Bixby will therefore

approach. In a workshop held by

be given with the option to give your

grow in adoption as we talk to

Connected Lab delegates of the

phone number for a more accurate

refrigerators, washing machines and

conference explored designing a voice

valuation and appointment.

other household appliances.

skill for language.

The best skills on the Alexa

In the next five years we will be less

marketplace are used daily so we called

dependent on the mobile phones in our

our skill Voice Pals. The idea was the

pockets as we talk to voice controlled

Voice Pals Alexa skill would prompt a

devices. We will be less glued to our

group of language learners to start a

screens and this will give us more time for

conversation.

each other in our jam packed busy days.

The theme was around the world in 80

Thank you for reading and perhaps you

days and each day a different country

will attend Voice 2019 next year!

would be the topic of conversation.
Intermediate language learners would
then practise their speaking skills in
French and gamification would be
included by giving users points based
on the accuracy or their conversations
when compared to transcripts.
Alexa would remind learners to join
Voice Pals with a daily alarm.
Daily use of voice skills is important to
ensure your users are retained and
people don’t forget you. Each skill must
focus on an unfulfilled need and we
focused on how to motivate language
learners to practise on a daily basis by
talking to people in other countries and
having a daily reminder.
We are on the start of the Voice First
adoption curve. With over 100M
Amazon smart speakers in US homes,
connected cars with wifi and ability for
drivers to

control technology handsfree there are
many compelling reasons to adopt voice.
Smart speakers which are used in living
rooms and kitchens are controlled by
super users who then teach more novice
family members how to properly utilise
Alexa.
People using Alexa in their kitchens with
smart speakers then start to use voice on
their mobile phones. All of this is helping
to drive adoption and educate the
consumer.
Kids who can't read are now asking Alexa
the time and to play music or even set an
alarm and Alexa has had to adapt to this
by teaching children to be polite with
magic words such as please and thank
you.

Sean Gilligan
Founder & CEO
Sound Branch
CHICAGO - LEEDS - KATOWICE
PS Visit my blog at seangilligan.co.uk or
visit our company website
www.soundbran.ch
PPS If you are interested in conversation
as a platform and VoiceFirst please sign
up for your free Sound Branch account at
soundbranch.com

